
DIRECTIONS
1. Pre-rinse surface with high-pressure water at ~180°F using top-

to-bottom procedure. Remove all parts and bulk waste material.
2. Apply Green Choice Bull Dog using a wall-mounted foamer at 

1:8 dilution. To ensure maximum surface coverage, foam on using 
bottom-to-top procedure. Maintain air flow or psi so that sufficient 
chemical fluid is evident on surface, not just bubbles (foam).

3. Leave product on surface for ~3 – 5 minutes. 
Do NOT allow to dry on surface.

4. Clean thoroughly using high-pressure hot water trigger 
guns from bottom to top. for better visibility of the 
surface. Once complete, rinse from top to bottom with 
potable water using high-pressure, hot water hose. 

Green Choice Bull Dog All-Purpose Cleaner & Degreaser is a 
powerful detergent specifically designed for the meat and poultry 
processing industry. Formulated to cling to vertical surfaces by 
way of foam, Green Choice Bull Dog penetrates tough grease, 
grime and organic stains; penetrates and removes smoke stains 
from porous fiber glass, stainless steel, galvanized, aluminum, brick 
and metal surfaces; and removes organic stains, tough grease 
and grime from chains, conveyors, racks and holding bends.

Green Choice Bull Dog meets EPA Safer Choice Direct Release 
Criteria and may be utilized outside to clean loading docks, building 
walls, forklifts and trucks and as a general cleaner for inside 
departments. This product has no added fragrance or dye.

ALL-PURPOSE CLEANER & DEGREASER
GREEN CHOICE BULL DOG
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Keep container closed when not in use. Store in a cool, dry 
place. Do NOT allow product to freeze. If freezing occurs, stir 
gently to reconstitute. Dispose of container in accordance 
with all federal, state and local regulations. Read label for 
general warnings, cautions and usage information.

TECHNICAL DATA
Form Liquid

Fragrance No added fragrance

Color No dye

Wetting Ability Excellent

Foaming Excellent

Cold Stability 32oF

Flashpoint None

Solubility in Water Complete

pH ≤ 11.5

Weight per Gallon 9.20 lbs/gal

Specific Gravity 1.10

Storage Stability 1 year

Biodegradability Readily biodegradable

EPA/Safer Choice recognition does not constitute endorsement of this product. 
The Safer Choice label signifies that the product’s formula, as Industrial Chemical 
Solutions has represented it to the EPA, contains ingredients with more positive 
human health and environmental characteristics than conventional products of 
the same type. EPA/Safer Choice relies solely on Industrial Chemical Solutions, 
its integrity and good faith, for information on the product’s composition, 
ingredients and attributes. EPA/Safer Choice has not independently identified, 
that is, via chemical analysis, the ingredients in the product formula, nor 
evaluated any of Industrial Chemical Solutions non-ingredient claims. EPA/
Safer Choice provides its evaluation only as to the product’s human health 
and environmental characteristics, as specified in the Safer Choice Standard 
and based on currently available information and scientific understanding.
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